testimonials
“I felt so at ease. I could be completely myself” -Kathy T.
“Amy, Thank you for the wonderful photo shoot today. We all had a great time and are really
looking forward to seeing the photos. Everyone commented how professional and relaxed
you were, and how much they enjoyed themselves. It meant a lot to us to capture this
moment in time.” -Rebecca
“We have known Amy for quite a while and seen the photos she has taken of the babies and
children of friends so we have looked forward to the time when we could have her take photos
of our own family and baby. Even being familiar with her work, we were still amazed by how
great the photos turned out. Amy was a joy to work with and we appreciated the care she
took with our little guy as she worked the shoot. With patience and care she cajoled him into
position for one great shot after another. These are photos we will keep forever and I know
Finn will love seeing them when he is older. If anyone is considering Amy for photos of their
family or baby I can’t recommend her enough.” -Timothy & Eryca
“I love love love the photos of Isabela, you have captured her beauty and personality so well.”
-Rebecca G.
“Amy. Unbelievable. I am dying over these. I don’t know how you did it, but these are
gorgeous…. Amazing!!! Thank you, thank you, thank you. And dang girl you were fast!!
Christmas card….check!” -Katie A.
“I feel like I just had coffee with an old friend” -Alyssa A.
“Amy, I have to say…. The real problem with your photography is…… Its soooo distracting!! I
loaded a bunch of the Finn one year photos on my computer at work and they cycle through
as my screen saver. I find myself just losing time absorbed in the images. They are so
amazing. Hard to believe he was being grouchy that afternoon. You did such a good job.
They make me smile every time I see them.”
-Tim G.
“You were so FUN! You took the time to be personable and professional while making sure
you delivered the final result we hoped for. You made us laugh and feel at ease when we
usually are not comfortable in front of the camera. You were so sweet and caring towards our
daughter. The results are STUNNING! You captured my daughter’s innocence and silliness in a
way I could never express in words.” -Bethany B.
“You were so easy to work with, it was like going on a walk with a friend! The session was
natural and organic in the way it flowed. It was a lovely hour outside, with a fun person,
capturing my family with gorgeous photos!” -Carmen W.
“It’s not awkward having your photo taken by Amy and somehow she manages to take the
most amazing photos of my kids when I see them as uncooperative or not at their best. She’s
quick and dens’t miss a beat”. -unknown
You can read more reviews here or add a review of your own here

